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The Christian Science Monitor is an online news organization 

that’s international and publishes daily, Monday through Friday 

online. They also publish a hard copy once a week. Mary Baker Eddy 

is the founder of the Church of Christ Scientist in 1908. It covers all 

events that happen in the United States but also is up-to-date with 

international news, and pictures of events occurring around the world. 

The monitor’s ultimate goal is to focus on web-based publishing, 

that’s why they only publish one hard copy a week. Although the 

name of the company is “The Christian Science Monitor,” they do not 

promote religious-themed paper but they do have a small religious 

article in every issue because a church owns them. The reason it’s 

named that is because the founder Mary Baker Eddy requested it. 

The Sites URL is www.csmonitor.com.  

The site has multiple categories, world, USA, commentary, 

business, environment, innovation, science, culture and books. The 

age range starts from anywhere to college students to older citizens 

but mostly older folks. The user’s of this site specifically utilize the 

website for news. The monitor also has a blogging section for people 

to write their thoughts and comments about issues at hand. For fun, 

the monitor offers quizzes for the users to test their knowledge on.  

They have quizzes anywhere from sports to US citizenship questions. 

The primary language of the site is English.  

The purpose of the site is to promote news and information to 

the people. They want to inform every one of day-to-day events. They 



even post articles within an hour of the event actually occurring. The 

Christian Science Monitor’s website says,” The purpose of our 

journalism is to "bless" not "injure." That is central to how we cover 

the news.” “We're unrelenting but fair. We're excited by what’s new 

and developing - yet always mindful of the history behind us. We're 

broad in scope but written for the individual. And we make a point of 

resisting the sensational in favor of the meaningful.”  

The users of the CSM don’t have to be to technically proficient; 

as long as they have access to a computer it’s just a matter of 

clicking and reading. If the user’s can access and email account they 

would be updated daily about subscriptions and news. The peak of 

the site would be in the morning before work, at work and after work. 

The website gets the most visitors when a topic is really booming. 

The front page of the website welcomes users to the site with the 

opportunity to choose which tab, or topic, they wish to read about. 

The story with the most amounts of “hits” is also on the home page 

for users to read about. The primary enter site for the users would be 

the URL site, or ads on other websites. After reading an article posted 

in a specific section at the bottom it will say,” if you liked that articles 

this might interest you,” or they highlight hot topic words in an article 

that a user can click on to take them to another article. The CSM also 

creates photo albums so you can get a real life feel for what the 

article is about to keep the user on the site. To get the user to return 

the CSM is the most honest online website out there, readers trust 

what they are posting about events and can trust that the information 

is real and being a cutting edge news organization. To keep the site 

updated and current the editors are constantly updating with pictures 



and even “ pop culture blogs.” The only graphics on the website that 

were distracting was the ads for other companies, everything else 

was pertaining to the Christian Science Monitor.  

 
 


